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Abstra t: The aim of this paper is to present the new method for obtaining the semi-a

tive suboptimal
ontrol strategy, used for the purpose of vibration redu tion in me hani al systems. The method is
dedi ated to systems where vibrations are of a periodi type. Generally, many semi-a tive ontrol
strategies have been developed up to date, but it seems that none of them are applied dire tly to
the problem of me hani al systems suering from disadvantageous, periodi al vibrations. Probably,
the reason why there were no su h attempts in the past is that the semi-a tive vibration damping
methods most often were used in situations where systems experien e a nite time transient ex itation,
like for example seismi a tivity. In a ase of systems experien ing repeatable (periodi ), steady-state
vibrations, su h as ma hines or vehi les working at their nominal onditions, the ommon approa h
was to use the passive methods rather than the semi-a tive ones. This situation is hanging nowadays
and attempts of using semi-a tive methods to attenuate the disadvantageous steady state vibrations in
ma hines and vehi les are be oming more ommon and su essful. Therefore, there has been observed a
surge in developing of the general purpose methods for determination of the optimal ontrol strategies
for su h appli ations. The des ribed method aspires to be the one of possible alternatives.
Key words: vibrations, semi-a tive damping, optimal ontrol, magnetho-rheologi al damper.

1. Introdu tion
In me hani al engineering, espe ially in me hani al systems and vehi le dynami s,
vibrations are usually

onsidered as undesirable and damaging phenomenon. In order

to redu e vibrations of a given me hani al system, it is ne essary to add a

on ept of

additional damping into the stru ture. There are at least three ways, in whi h su h
damping

on epts

an be realized in terms of their

ontrol, and those are: the pas-

sive, semi-a tive or a tive approa h. Depending on the a tual need, ea h path oers
dierent possibilities. The passive approa h is based on passive damping elements, su h
as

ommon oil dampers. This approa h is surely the easiest one to implement, as it

requires no

ontrol at all. However, the damping ee tiveness expe ted to be a hiev-

able in this way is rather low,

omparing it to other options. The a tive approa h
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is based on a tively

ontrolled elements, su h as a tuators. In this

ase the possibil-

ity of a hieving good damping ee tiveness is high. Nevertheless, the typi al level of
omplexity of a tive damping system is also high and therefore this approa h is often
onsidered as expensive. In the semi-a tive
by means of semi-a tively
by

ontrollable damping

ase, the damping

oe ient. In the

both abovementioned damping

hara terized

ase of semi-a tive approa h, the damping

ee tiveness as well as the level of damping devi e
an be

on ept is usually realized

ontrolled damping elements, su h as dampers

omplexity is usually settled between

on ept options. Con luding, the semi-a tive approa h

onsidered as an intermediate solution. Su h a moderate approa h seems to have

a potentially widest eld of appli ability. Therefore, the remaining part of this arti le
will be fo used on the methods for determination of the semi-a tive

ontrol strategies.

As it was already mentioned, the semi-a tive damping systems are essentially based
on dampers with

ontrollable damping

oe ient. Probably, one of the most popular

types of su h dampers are the magneto-rheologi al dampers, or shortly MR dampers.
The MR uids have been dis overed in the 1940s. Sin e then, many

ontrol meth-

ods dedi ated to the MR dampers have been developed and veried in pra ti e. Some
examples are: the skyhook or groundhook
bran h) or the

lipped-optimal

ontrol methods [13℄ (in the automotive

ontrol method [4℄ (in the seismi

bran h). Those kinds

of methods have been developed with orientation on parti ular problems, su h as a
vehi le vibration redu tion after running through the obsta le or, in the latter
vibration redu tion in buildings experien ing seismi
su h methods

ase, a

sho ks. It is hard to expe t that

ould a hieve the same good damping ee tiveness when used in other

appli ations, to whi h they were not originally dedi ated to. Among other

ases this

applies to vibration redu tion in ma hines and vehi les working at their nominal
tions (i.e., being ae ted by steady-state vibrations). There are of
ontrol methods, whi h

ondi-

ourse other general

an be easily adapted to the MR dampers, for example, the

optimization methods [5℄. Nevertheless, the pri e for their universality lies in the high
omputational eort due to the typi al large number of optimization arguments. The
on lusion to the above mentioned observations is that there is still an open eld for
developing the ee tive

ontrol algorithms dedi ated to the semi-a tive damping sys-

tems. In this paper the main attention will be fo used on methods oriented to damping
of periodi al, steady-state vibrations in the me hani al systems.

2. The Suboptimal ontrol method
The Suboptimal

ontrol method (SC method) is the novel semi-a tive method dedi-

ated to me hani al systems experien ing disadvantageous, periodi al vibrations, when
working at their nominal

onditions (steady-state). The easiest way to present the theo-

reti al ba kground of this method is by using the simple

omputational example. In this

ase, it will be the two degree of freedom (2-DOF) system presented in Fig. 1,
of two masses

m1

and

m2

mutually

onne ted by the linear spring of stiness

the MR damper generating damping for e
diagram of the damper (for the maximum
lower mass

m1

is

for e

and by

The assumed for e-velo ity dependen y

ontrol

urrent), is shown in Fig. 1b. The

onne ted to the ground by means of the linear spring of stiness

and by the linear damper of damping
harmoni

Fc .

omposed

k2

Fe (t).

oe ient

c1 .

k1

The upper mass is ex ited by the

This system is ae ted by verti al translational vibrations. It is

assumed that no gravitational loadings are taken into

onsideration.
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b)

1. a) The 2-DOF system layout, b) the for e-velo ity diagram of the MR damper.

The rst step to be done in order to obtain the SC method is to virtually repla e
the MR damper with the a tuator, see Fig. 2.

Fig.

2. The substitution of the MR damper with an a tuator.

Afterwards, the following equations of motion

(1)


|

m1
0

{z

0
m2

M


}

ẍ1
ẍ2



an be derived:
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where

M , C, K

b
B

b
E

are respe tively the mass, damping and stiness matri es,

ve tors related to the pla es of for e appli ation and

fa

B, E

are the

denotes the a tuator for e.

As it has been shown in Fig. 2, the maximal and minimal for e whi h a tuator
generate is limited and depends on the

an

urrent value of the relative velo ity between

both masses. The aim of a substituting the damper with the a tuator is to isolate the
damping for e fa tor and nominate it as the bounded
(2)

u = fa (∆ẋ) ,

ontrol fun tion

u ∈ hfzd , fag i.

u:
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It is helpful to transform motion equations (1) together with substitution (2) into
the state-spa e representation:

[q̇] =

(3)

where

q


|

0
−M −1 K

{z

I
−M −1 C

A

ve tor represents the



[q] +

}




0
0
u
+
b fe sin (Ωt) ,
b
M −1 E
−M −1 B
|
|
{z
}
{z
}


B

E

urrent state of the system.

In order to redu e the vibrations in the

onsidered system it is ne essary to hoose the

measure of vibrations intensity. One of possible measures is the total me hani al energy
of system. Be ause the system is ae ted by periodi
systemati ally repeated at ea h time window
over a single time-window. Therefore, the

motion, i.e., its displa ements are

h0, T i,

it is to take the average energy

hosen vibration intensity measure has the

following form:

J = 0.5

(4)

ZT

T

q Qq + ru

0

2



Q=

dt,

Now, the problem of vibration redu tion



J

0
M



,

r → 0.

an be formulated mathemati ally as the

problem of nding an extremum of the fun tional
fun tion on whi h fun tional

K
0

δJ = 0.

depends. This problem

In this situation,

u

is the

an be solved semi-numeri ally,

i.e., using some additional transformations based on the optimal

ontrol theory. Its

mathemati al des ription redu es to the following relationships:


∂H


q̇ =
= Aq + Bu + Efe sin (Ωt) ,


∂λ




∂H

= −Qq − AT λ,
λ̇ = −
∂q


( g


fa if B T λ∗ < 0,



u
=


fad if B T λ∗ > 0,

(5)

where

λ

fun tion

u fun

is the

u

ostate ve tor, whi h is

has a

hara teristi

tion depend on the state and

The boundary

oupled with the state ve tor

q.

The

ontrol

of the bang-bang shape. The swit hing time-instants of
ostate ve tors progress over the time window

h0, T i.

onditions are not entirely known and the only informations available

are the following:

λ (T ) = 0,

(6)

q(T ) = q(0).

Thus, the problem must be solved numeri ally using the following pro edure:
1. Choose the initial guess for

q(T )

ve tor.

2. Perform ba kward time integration of the system of equations, i.e., Eq. (5).
3. Examine, whether the periodi ity
4. If the above

onstraint (6)2 has been satised.

onstraint has not been satised, improve the initial guess, if else 

nish the algorithm.

Semi-a tive suboptimal ontrol strategy applied to periodi ally vibrating me hani al systems
After a su
be easily
a

essful, i.e., a

onvergent run, the nal

u fun

tion shape and

J
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value may

omputed using Eqs. (4) and (5). The following Fig. 3 presents the results of

omparison between the time-history of the semi-a tive damping for e and the passive

damping for e

orresponding to the maximum possible

resultant values of fun tional

Fig.

J

onstant

ontrol

urrent. The

have been also marked.

3. The omparison of passive and semi-a tive damping for e time-histories over the single time
window h0, T i.

3. Con lusions
This paper presents the method for determination of the suboptimal

ontrol strategy

used for attenuation of vibrations in periodi ally os illating me hani al systems. The
mathemati al ba kground of this method has been developed on the basis of optimal
ontrol theory using the additional periodi ity
form of suboptimal

onstraint. The exa t solution in the

ontrol strategy is obtained by means of numeri al

It has been shown that semi-a tive, suboptimal

ontrol strategy

omputations.

an lead to better

suppression of vibrations than the passive damping approa h. In general, this may not
be true be ause this method strongly depends on the initial guess. Although this has
not been shown in the presented paper, the

onsidered suboptimal

typi ally requires less optimization arguments than the
used for the purpose of attenuation of vibrations in the
It is important to emphasize that the suboptimal
results of vibration redu tion, even with a lower

ontrol method

ommon optimization methods
onsidered

ontrol strategy

lass of problems.

an give

omparable

omputational eort, in a

omparison

with sele ted well- known optimization methods.
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